
Udaipur: Hansraj Chaudhary has been elected as president of

Udaipur Chamber of Commerce Industry for the year 2017-18. He

was elected in the Annual General Meeting held last week in the

PP Singhal auditorium.

At the start of the program, president VP Rathi informed about

the achievements of the year 2016-17. He included events like

UCCI formation day, UCCI Excellence awards, ZED Certification,

and others.

Apart from these, a cluster called UCCI Lean Group-1 was

formed which aimed at catering to small and medium sized ven-

tures for the Lean Manufacturing Competitiveness Scheme of gov-

ernment of India.

Jatin Nagouri presented the minutes of the Annual General

Meeting of 2016 which were endorsed by the house. Anshul Mogra,

presented the audited accounts of the financial year 2016-17. Later

Chandmal Kachchawa moderated the election process. He later announced the election of Hansraj Chaudhary as the presi-

dent. Ashish Singh Chhabra was also declared as senior vice president. Vice President position was won by Ramesh Singhvi.From

big and middle venture groups, the executive body will include business stalwarts of the city including Vinod Kumar Agrawal,

Dr. Ajay Murdia, Sandeep Bapna, Siddharth Singhvi, Maanik Naahar, and Ashok Singhvi.

On same lines the small and micro venture group executive will have Narendra Maaru, Narendra Jain, Vivek Vashishtha,

Yashwant Madavra, Arvind Mehta, Hadeena Chakiwaala, GS Sisodia, Dileep Talesra, and Chetan Chaudhary.

In Traders groups, Anshul Mogra, Rakesh Maheshwari, and Manmohanraj Singhvi were elected.

In professional and educational institutions group, Nirmal Kumar and Prateek Hingar were elected. In member bodies and

association group, Kejar Ali and Ravi Sharma were elected.

Birmingham :On a day of rain

and shine, in a match inter-

rupted and shortened by inter-

mittent drizzle, the top four

Indian batsmen hit 50s and

India raced to 319 in 48 overs

against Pakistan. This, clear-

ly, was too much for Pakistan.

They lacked the discipline, skill

and desire needed to secure

a win. Chasing a revised tar-

get of 289 in 41 overs, calcu-

lated by the D/L method,

Pakistan were bowled out for

164 in 33.4 overs, losing by

124 runs.

The teams played true to their

rankings in ODI cricket - No.

3 India batted with resolve and

flair in difficult conditions to post

a huge total. Pakistan, chas-

ing runs at 7.04 an over right

from the start, were never in

the match. Only Shoaib Malik

scored at more than run-a-ball,

but his innings was all too brief

(15). Opener Azhar Ali got the

sole 50 of the innings, but he

didn't have the firepower to

force India to the back foot. The

Indians were disciplined in

bowling.

India's acceleration

Forty-four overs into the game,

India 247/2, the Indians in the

stands were delighted. Then,

in a flash, the batsmen changed

gears - the last four overs

brought 72 runs. Virat Kohli,

who'd crept to 44 off 56 balls

with only two fours, and had

been dropped on the last ball

of the 44th over, suddenly

became sublime.

As if by magic, Kohli found his

touch, his timing. The fourth

ball of the 45th over, bowled

by Hasan Ali, was slower and

shorter. Spotting it early, Kohli

hit an extraordinary shot -- he

hit a flat-batted pull-drive over

long-on, earning a six and

reaching 50. This seemed to

fire him up. Spotting the ball

sailing over the rope, Kohli

shouted an encouragement to

himself. Seventeen runs came

off the over, nine of them off

the bat of Yuvraj Singh.

Carnage

Carnage followed. The next

over from Wahab Riaz cost

Pakistan 21 runs. Kohli hit 4,

4, 6 to send the Indians in the

crowd into frenzy. Hasan Ali,

the impressive young quick

who'd bowled his first seven

overs for only 30, came up for

the 47th of the innings and sec-

ond ball, got Yuvraj LBW.

Fourth ball, Ali provided Kohli

a half-volley outside off - and

bang! Four to the cover bound-

ary. Next ball, slightly shorter

and wider, was struck over the

covers for six.

But worse (for Pakistan) was

still to come. Yuvraj's dismissal

had brought in Hardik Pandya,

and the last over, bowled by

Imad Wasim, had Pandya on

strike. Wasim made the mor-

tal mistake of bowling a full

delivery. Dutifully, Pandya

struck it for six over long-off.

Second ball was full, again -

a six over long-off, again.

Wasim, twice bitten, bowled the

third ball slightly shorter, but

the result was the same - six

over midwicket.

In the high stands, holding

glasses of beer and wine, the

Indians looked sozzled and

delirious with joy. They'd come

to the ground to watch

Pakistan's team thrashed,

beaten. The first part, the

thrashing of the bowlers, was

to their liking.

Rohit, Shikhar power India

Pakistan captain Sarfraz

Ahmed asked India to bat first

because it was going to rain,

and because Pakistan's

bowlers had the potential to

trouble India. One curiosity --

for some strange reason,

Pakistan opened with Amir

and spinner Wasim.

Amir's first over was a maid-

en - in fact, with deliveries that

were quick and angling across

Rohit, Amir beat the right-han-

der three times in four balls.

Only 9 runs came off the first

four overs; the first four of the

innings was struck off the 26th

delivery.

But slowly, the balance of

power shifted. Rohit was the

first to start hitting the fours,

but Dhawan was quicker when

he did accelerate, striking 38

off 28 balls after being 12 off

22. The two had added 136 off

24.3 overs when Dhawan fell,

trying to hit Shadab Khan for

six but failing to clear the

boundary.

Yuvraj came in with the licence

to attack, and he did just that

- he got to 53 off 32 balls. Rohit

missed his 100 by 9 runs when

he was run out on a call from

Kohli.

Kohli may have been at fault

for that call for a risky run, but

he and Pandya made up with

the big strikes at the end. A

total of 24156 people watched

the match at the ground. Most

of them, Indian fans, went

home happy.
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Udaipur: Minister of State for External Affairs Gen (Retd) V K

Singh inaugurated the much awaited Passport Seva Kendra

(PSK) in Udaipur on Friday. The PSK can issue a new pass-

port and renew expired ones.

Apart from printing and dispatching passports, the PSK can

perform all other important functions like receiving applications,

verifying them and collecting a fee. The PSK, named Pratap

Kendra, is located at Patho ki Magri area near Subhash Marg.

Minister said that besides Udaipur there are nine other cities

where PSKs have recently been started. "We are trying to pro-

vide passport services to people with ease. We want to make

it simple and user-friendly so that people can apply for their

passport online and can track of it," said Singh.

"In the recently held meeting chaired by PM Narendra Modi,

it was decided that the government will open PSKs at the head-

quarters of every post office in the country. There are around

800 such post offices and PSKs have already been started at

50 of them," he said, adding that a PSK will also be started at

Chittorgarh."The PSK is a boon for people of Udaipur and it will

keep them from the trouble of travelling to Jodhpur or Jaipur

and save money as well," said Dr DM Mulay secretary (CPV

and OIA), ministry of external affairs.

Water conservation workshop
Udaipur: A workshop on the topic of conserving and collec-

tion ground water through coordination was held in Ahmedabad

which was attended by renown names and enthusiasts from

the country and abroad.Sydney University, Agriculture University,

Vidya Bhawan, Government of India and Australia were the

main participants of the workshop.This workshop has opened

chances of getting a whopping 6000 crores of rupees for nation-

al ground water management and improvement program.

Rajasthan could get a thousand crores out of this amount for

the water management as well. The world bank has always

appreciated such projects. In the workshop, water scientist

Basant Maheshwari and Dr. Peter Dhillon threw light on

Management of aquifer Recharge through Village level

Intervension (MARVI). 
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